A-Flame

division of Merlyn Corporation

Refurbish and Upgrade 7MC to 9MC System!
System Components:
Have us Upgrade your Metco Type 2MC,
3MC, 7MC, 7MC II, or MCN Plasma Control
Console with a completely NEW Metco 9MC
Flowmeter upgrade. It will be Installed with
all new plumbing and hardware.
While we are making this upgrade, cracked
buttons and glass will be replaced, as will
gages and other broken controls, your
circuitry will be checked out, and your
controller will get a fresh coat of paint.
Send us your guns, cables, and powder
feeders, and we will refurbish your entire
system. By the time we are finished, it will
look nearly new and work as well as new.
Your System will be Calibrated before
shipment!

Conversion finished 06 Aug 2010
Upgrade to the accuracy of the
9MC without the expense of a new
system, permits, and without a
learning curve.
Use the 9MC spray parameters
published by Metco. If you have
proprietary coatings, we can verify
the exact SCFH flow of your
present 7MC.

New 9MC Flowmeter section with all new hardware.

Replace those cracked or broken buttons
Switches and glass panels.
Replace leaking fittings and hardened
hoses and tubing.

Check out the circuitry!
Website: http://aflame.homestead.com/

Nothing shows off quality like a fresh coat of paint!
The 7MC control console was designed
with non adjustable flow tubes, which are
much less accurate than the 9MC. The
7MC systems last a lifetime; and, they are
reliable; so, why not make an upgrade
that will allow you to calibrate the system,
and duplicate the accuracy of the 9MC, by
using fully adjustable 9MC Flow meters?
Pricing for a complete refurbishment
includes the replacement of broken
switches, buttons, all new tubing, any
broken glass panels, paint, etc.
We would need to have the console in our
shop, along with the gun you wished to
use, to test it, and to be able to determine
what needed repair or replacement.
We would then provide you with a
quotation, itemizing each component to
be added, and the labor involved.
The 7MC to 9MC upgrade includes:
 new solenoids
 new regulators
 new needle valves
 new tubing
Please ship us your old flowmeter section,
so that we can use the framework to build
another.
The only parts we reuse are the brackets and manifolds.
Hydrogen will now be held at 50 lbs., and Helium and Argon at 75 lbs.

Warranty: 90 days on parts only!
So…don’t scrap the old 7M system! Make it new again, and much
more accurate, by converting it to a 9M system!
Send an e-mail; or, give us a call!
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